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There are at least two ways of approaching the cuestion of

teacher competence. The most common approach concentrates on the

personal characteristics and professional preparation and spills of

those who teach. The assumption is that teacher competence is

primarily an individual matter determineby a combination of

individual attributes and acquired skills. The second approach,

and the aporoach taken in the presert naner, is well stated by

Dreeben (1970' when he writes:

Although there is much to be said for showing concern
about the competence of teachers) the question of

competence may be more fully understood in terms of

the occupational characteristics of teaching rather

than in terms of the curriculum of teacher training
institutions... Problems of competence grow out of
the relationship among schools of education, universi-

ties, and school systems; between training institutions
and prevailing career patterns; and from the way these
institutions shape the occupation and its members (p. 118).

The remainder of this naper will be organized around three

general considerations. First, some general issues about teacher

quality will be discussed. Second, the present snape of the teaching

corps will be discussed, and some of the qualities and characteristics

of those who presently occupy teaching positions will be described.

Finally, the question "Why are things as they are and what would need

to be done if one desired to alter some of or all of the patterns

that presently seem to exist?" will be considered.

The Issue of Teacher Qual4ty: A Preliminary View

Concern over the competence of classroom teachers is not new

in America. Icabod Crane was more than just a pathetic figure who

spent classroom time trimming the quill pens of his students. He

conveyed an image many thought to be typical of male teachers at the
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time. In 1932, Willard Waller characterized what he took to be the

prevailing stereotype of the teaching occupation as an occupation

comprised of unmarriageable women and unmarketable men. In 1956,

William H. Whyte said in The Organization Man:

It is now well evident that a large Proportion
of the younger people who will one day be in
charge of our secondary school system are pre-
cisely those with the least aptitude for education
of all Americans attending college (p. 83).

Koerner's Miseducation of American Teachers (1963) was not only a

scathing indictment of teacher education; it also contained strong

criticism of the qualities and characteristics of those who taught

in American schools. Indeed, much of the reform movement in American

Education in the 1960's was predicated en the assumption that the

qualities and qualifications of those who occupied classrooms were

less than desirable. The Master of Arts in Teaching Programs and

Teacher Corps, for example, resulted from the belief that a new

breed of teachers was needed in the classroom. NDEA and ';SF

summer institutes were created on the assumption that American

teachers were inappropriately trained or woefully undertrained.

Thus only a person suffering from historical amnesia would suggest

that recent indictments of teachers and teacher education are without

precedent.

Until the past decade, however, quantitative issues (i.e.,

assuring an adequate supply of teachers) were so overwhelming that

serious consideration of qualitative issues was often sublimatP1

or given secondary importance. In 1950 for example, only 21

states required elementary teachers to have a baccalaureate degree

and 42 states required secondary teachers to have a baccalaureate

degree (Armstrong and Stinnett, 1964). Even with these low standards
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there were many teachers who were underqualified and teaching on

nor-standard certificates. Thus increasing the Quality of teachers

during the period 1950-70 meant primarily, thouan not exclusively,

increasing the quantity of collene graduates ready and willing to

accept teaching positions.1

From the early 1970's on, the discussions of teacher quality

became more clearly focused on selecting the best qualified from an

over-abundant pool of college educated recruits. From the perspective

of many, the annarent oversupply of persons possessing a college

degree who were willing to teach made it possible, at long last, to

make teaching the selective occupation many critics and professional

educators argue it should be. Thus, for many, "solving" the ouanti-

tative problem of teacher supply laid the base for addressing more

qualitative issues. "Solving" the problem of teacher supply also

laid the base for a more personal and threatening form of criticism

of teachers and teacher education institutions. For example, during

the 1950's classroom teachers who did not possess college degrees

may have felt threatened by charges that they were professionally un-

qualified or underqualified. In addition critics like Koerner may

have caused some who attended teacher colleges to be concerned that

their degrees were not worth as much as degrees from liberal arts

colleges. However, the general shortage of college educated persons

available to teaching served to assure underqualified teachers that

there was little likelihood they would t\e dismissed from their jobs.

Similarly, the growing size of college nopulations served to assure

faLulties of even the weakest teachers' colleges that their place

of employment was secure. Indeed, the most typical response to

charges that individual teachers were unqualified was to provide
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underqualified teachers with stipends to attend university programs

intended to update and upgrade their qualifications. Institutionally,

a common response was to change the character of teachers' colleges

so that they reflected - or could be argued to reflect - more of the

character of real universities. For example, in 1940, there were

140 teachers' colleges. By 1971, there were only sixteen institutions

of higher education that retained a teachers' college identity

(Haberman and Stinnett, 1973, Teacher Education and the New Profession

of Teaching). Teachers colleges did not go out of business. Rather,

many became, by legislative mandate, emerging universities. The

assumption was that by making teachers' colleges multi-purpose

universities, the education of teachers would be improved. Simul-

taneously, the creation of these new universities made it possible

to meet the other demands population expansion was placing on insti-

tutions of higher education.

The contemporary scene is substantially different from the 1950's.

Now there are too many college spaces. Thc teacher sh,rtage has been

relieved, at least temporarily. These facts, coupled with demands

for accountability and fiscal retrenchment, make discussions of

personal or institutional ouality threatening to the job cecurity

of persons and the survival of institutions,. It is litt/e wonder,

therefore, that the historical debate regarding the quality of

teachers is more shrill today than it was in the past, for the job

security of men and women and the survival of institutions are at

stake.

Academic Ability and the Quality of Teachin

Teachers have never been drawn frcm that segment of the American
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population with the greatest aptitude for academic pursuits. Since

the mid 1920's, empirical studies have shown that, as a group,

those who enter teaching score less well on measures of academic

ability than do other college graduates. Some studies, in fact,

have indicated that the measured academic ability of the averaqe

teacher was no higher than the measured academic ability of the

average high school graduate who did not attend college (Leonard

and Wood, 1938). Other studies indicate that the measured

academic Performance of a substantial portion of the teachers

(from one third to one half) is lower than over half of the high

school graduates (Lyons 1980). Other studies clearly indicate

that teachers are drawn from among the least academically able college

students (Weaver, 1979; Vance and Schlechty, 1982).

Critics of teachers and teacher education use such data as

evidence that the quality of teachers is less than desirable. Those

who defend teachers and teacher education sometimes argue that the

data base from which critics proceed is not valid. More frequently,

however, the defenders of teachers accept the data base as valid

and question the assumption that academic ability is an indicator

of teaching success.

In the present paper, a oreat deal of emphasis will be placed

on the fact that, as things now stand, teaching does not attract

recruits from among the more academically able segments of the

population. Given this emphasis it is essential that wc set forth

early reasons for assuming that the academic ability of teachers is

an important concern.

First, there is no evidence that the lack of academic ability
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makes one a more competent teacher. Furthermore, to the extent

that evidence links academic ability to teacher performance, the

evidence tehds to link success in teaching to the academically

able rather than the academically less able. For example, in his

famous studies of the characteristics of teachers, Ryans (1960)

found that those teachers who were identified as outstanding

typically scored higher on tests of verbal ability than did their

colleagues. The study by Levin (1970) discussed later in this

paper supports a similar conclusion. There are other studies that

support similar conclusions (Coleman et al, 1966; Bowles and Levin,

1968; Hanuchek, 1970; Guthrle et al, 1971).

Second, even if measured academic ability is not causally

linked to teaching performance, tne fact that 1.eaching is unattrac-

tive to the more academically able and disproportionately attractive

to the less able creates a significant public relations problem for

the teaching occupation and probably serves to discourage many

potentially competent teachers from pursuing careers in teaching.

There can be little doubt that data like those reported in the

Dallas school system as well as data reported by Weaver (1979) and

Vance and Schlechty (1982) can be used to bolster criticisms of

teachers and teacher education. It also seems clear that such

criticisms do much to discourage competent and dedicated teachers

from remaining with the job. Similarly, such data must also discourage

potential recruits from pursuing a career in which they are likely

to be stigmatized as being among the least able of all college

graduates.
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Third, the status and prestige of institutions of higher

education and departments within those institutions depend in large

measure on the perceived academic quality of the students who are

attracted to those institutions and departments. The most concrete

measures of the academic quality of persons attracted are, and

probably will remain, measures of academic ability like the SAT

and GRE. So long as teacher education institutions and departments

continue to recruit a preponderance of their students from among

those who score least well on measures of academic ability, it is

unlikely that these schools and departments will achieve the stature

within the higher education establishment that would be required

for teacher education to command the respect and resources needed

for excellence.

Finally, the fact that the experienced pool of teachers is less

able than the pool of recruits (Schlechty and Vance 1981, Vance and

Schlechty,1982) creates serious problems for graduate study in

education and discourages high Quality researchers and scholars from

taking the business of teacher education seriously. For example,

schools of education and departments of education are presently

under considerable pressure to lower standards of admission to

graduate study in order to maintain graduate enrollment. A part

of this pressure is a result of the decline in the number of new

teachers entering the field. However, most of this pressure results

from a decline in the quality of the pool of teachers who stay in

the occupation (Vance and Schlechty,1982).

Graduate study in education has never been viewed with areat

warmth on high prestige campuses. Given the declining academic
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quality of teachers reported in this paper and elsewhere (e.g. ,

Weaver, 1979), it is reasonable to suggest that the first victims

will be schools and departments bf education in high prestige

institutions of hig;:er education. In a time of budget reductions,

high prestige institutions are likely to concentrate their cuts

on tkose departments and schoolc that bring them the least

repute. They will certainly not sunport departments that associate

them with stigmatized occupations. So long as teacher education

recruits students from among those college eltrants who are least

able, teacher education will be tied to an occupation that carries

a stigma in the academic market place and is relegated to schools

and departments that need students at least as badly as the students

need them.

In sum, to fail to be concerned about the relative inability

of the teaching occupation to attract more academically able

students and the concurrent tendency for the least academically

able to enter teaching is to fail to take into account the fundamental

fact that public schools, afterall, are embedded in the pecking

order of the academy. Whether public schools will do well or

poorly in this status system depends in large measure on the

success public schools have in attractinh and retaining those

persons with demonstrated aptitude for academic tasks.

The Shape of the Teaching Corps

The characteristics of the memLers of any occupation are

determined by three basic facts:

1. The characteristics and qualities of those who are
recruited to the occupation.
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2. The characteristics and qualities of those who are
selected to the occupation from among those recruited.

3. The characteristics and qualities of those the occupation
is able to retain as continuing members from among those
selected.

Between 1950 and 1970, one could gain a reasonable approximation

of the character of the teaching coro hy attending to the quali-

fications and characteristics of new recruits. The reason this was

so is that the rapid growth of the teaching corps during this period

overwhelmed almost every other condition in teaching. For example,

between 1950 and 1960, the size of the teaching corns grew from

913,671 to 1,355,000, an increase of 48.2 Between 1960 and 1970,

the size of the teaching corps grew from 1,355,000 to 2,061,115,

an increase of 52%. In 1969, there were approximately two million

(2,014,000) teachers teaching in the public schools, whereas in

1979 there were approximately 2.15 million (2,148,000) teachers

teaching in the public schools. In 1969, the public schools employed

253,000 new teachers. Thus, in 1969, the characteristics and

qualifications of more than 10% of the teaching force could be

changed through recruitment strategies alone. Nowadays, one who is

interested in projecting the characteristics of the teaching corps

a decade heAce must be as concerned with the characteristics and

qualifications of those recruited and retaincd in teaching over the
i

past two decades as with the characteristics and qualifications of

those presently being recruited. Those who are presently in class-

rooms will have a more dominant influence on the shape of the teach-

ing corps than will new recruits. In 1979, for example, only half

as many teachers were employed as in 1969 (125,000 contrasted to

253,000). Thus, a consideration of patterns of recruitment, selection
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and retention in the period 1950-1970 is essential to anyone woo

wants to understand the shape of the present teaching corns as

well as the probable shane of the teaching corps over the decade

to come.

1950-1970

The growth in the absolute size of the teaching corps between

1950 and 1970 is in itself a dramatic development, but this develop-

ment is even more dramatic when considered in light of changes in

the level of educational attainment of the population. For example,

in 1950, only 7.1% of the male population above the age of 25 had

completed college as opposed to 5% of the female population. In

1959, this figure had increased to 10.1% for males and to 5.9% for

females. Thus, between 1950 and 1959, there was a 42% increase in

the number of adult malts in the population with a college degree

and an 18 increase for femc'es. Between 1960 and 1970, -U-ere was

a 39.6% increase in the percntagP of males in the population with

a college degree and an increase of 39", for females. However, between

1950 and 1970, the rate of growth in the size of tne teaching corps

was substantially higher than the rate of growth in the college

educated population generally (48-,, from 195^-60, 52% from 1950-70).

In addition, the period 1950-1970 was a time of substantial upgrading

in the requirements one was expected to meet in order to be certified

to teach. (See our earlier discussion of changes in degree require-

ments between 1950 and 1970). These changes, which made college

degrees mandatory for teachers, increased the demand of the teaching

occupation for the services of college educated personnel and, thus,

i
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compounded the problem of providing an adequate supply of teachers.

The demand for college graduates for teaching was enhanced even more

by the fact that expansion required hiring a disproportiouate number

of inexperienced teachers. Since Oexperienced teachers leave the

occupation at a higher rate than experienced teachers (see, for

example, Schlechty and Vance, 1981; Vance and Schlechty, 1982),

this increased the need for more new teachers to replace new teachers

who left e3rly and in large numbers. Thus, three factors came

together to put pressure on the teaching occupation to compete for

the services of college graduates. First, there was the iticrease in

the size of the teaching corps itself. Second, the change in standards

precluded the occupation from dipping into the non-college educated

population to meet this demand. Finally, the disproportinate number

of beginning teachers in the population due to expansion and the

tendency of these beginning teachers to leave education at a higher

rate placed additional pressure to compete for college graduates.

The Special Case of the Secondary Schools

The postwar baby boom began to have an impact on the elementary

schools in America during the early 1950s. The impact of this

Population explosion was not felt in the secondary schools until

later in the decade and was most directly felt in the secordary

schools during the decade of the 1960's.

Given the image the term "postwar baby boom" suggests, one might

expect that the major expansion in the teaching population in the

period 1950-1960 would have been in the elementary schools followed

later by a similar expansion in the secondary schools. In absolute

terms, this view is correct, since 55% of the increase in the size

1
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of the teaching force between 1950 and 1960 occurred in elementary

schools. Relatively speaking, however, the size of the elementary

school faculties did not increase as much during 1950-1960 as did

the secondary school faculties. For example, in 1960, element:.ry

schools had approximately 41% more teachers than they did in 1950,

whereas secondary schools had ppproximately 61% more teachers than

they did in 1950. Between 1960 and 1970, elementary school faculties

expanded by an additional 35%, whereas secondary school faculties

increased by an additional 72%. Furthermore, between 1960 and 1970

growth in the size of the secondary school teaching corp accounted

for 56% of the total expansion of the size of the teaching corps.

The basic reason that secondary school staffs expanded at a propor-

tionately higher rate during the 1950's than did elementary school

faculties had to do with a dramatic decline ir the high school drop-

out rate between 1950 and 1960. In 19S6, for example, approximately

56% of eighteen year olds had graduated from Ligh school. By 1960,

this number had increased to approximately 72^4. After 196C, secondary

school faculties were expanding even more rapidly due to the impact

of the postwar baby boom on the secondary schools, which hit the

secondary schools in the late fifties.

The consequence was that during the 1950s and 1960s, the youth

of the teaching corps was more reflected in the secondary schools

than in the elementary schools. For example, in 1966, the median

experience of secondary school teachers was seven years jn comparison

to ten years experience for elementary teachers. Age di.stribution

was not the only factor that was affected, for sex distribution was

affected at both the elementary and secondary levels as well. For
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example, in 1950, approximately 40% of the secondary teachers were

male. By 1970, over 50% were male. In the elemee.tiry schools, the

Percentage ef males had changed from slightly more than 7% in 19E0

to more than 13% in 1960. Thus, the character of the secondary

teaching corps was largely determined hy an influx of young men wile

attended college aF a result of the G.I. bill and who attended

colleges that were willing to accept an expanding popul'etion.

The impact of these events on the present teaching corps can

only be appreciated when one takes into account the fact that most

of the graying of the teaching force that is now widely discussed

is reflected in secondary schools and results from the aging of

those once young men hired during the 1950's and 1960's. For example,

in 1979, the median years of experience for secondary teachers was

11, as contrasted with 7 years in 1966. For elementary teachers,

the median for 1966 and and 1979 was ten years. Furthermore, in

1979, men (representing 54% of the secondary teaching force) generally

reflected more experience than women. The median years of experience

in 1979 was 11 for males and 10 for women.

What these data indicate is that the so-called "graying" of the

teaching force is not equally distributed. Indeed, discussions of

the graying teaching force must systematically take into account the

level taught (i.e., elementary or secondary) and the sex of the

teachers. For example, given the fact that men constitute 54% of

the secondary teaching force and given the fact that men are also

older, the most stable population in schools is at the secondary

level. Furthermore, given the fact that experienced male teachers

are less likely to leave teaching than experienced female teachers,
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the most stable population in secondary schools is male. Given

these data, it seems reasonable to estimate that at least 30:i of

the secondary teaching force that will populate classrooms during

the 1980's will be drawn from among male teachers recruited to

teaching in the period 1960-1970. Another 10-15Z of the teachers

teaching in secondary schools in the 1930's is likely to be drawn

from male teachers recruited between 1970 ard 1975. If one takes

into account that 15-20% of the present secondary teaching corps

are females who were recruited in the period 1960-1973, it is clear

that the quality and characteristics of older teachers and particu-

larly older males will have a dominant impact upon the character of

secondary school faculties. Furthermore, ever the most conservative

projections (see Projection of Educational Statistics 1988-89) in-

dicate tnat the size of the secondary teaching corps will decline

by almost 10-,0 over the next decade, wnile elementary school faculties

will exnand. Thus, by the end of this decade, it is likely that the

age differential between elementary and secondary school teachers

will be greater than it is now. Possibly,secondary schools will have

a higher proportion of males in them than is now the case, wnereas

the proportion of males in elementary schools may decline. One fact

however, causes us to temper our suggestion regarding the increasing

maleness of the secondary school faculty. Data now available

(Schlechty and Vance, 1981; Vance and Schlechty, 1982) in two recent

studies suggest that the holding power of teaching for males who are

now beginning teaching relative to the holding power for females

may be on the decline. If this should be the case, then it is likely

that the composition of both the secondary and elementary teaching
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corps will become more female n the next decade than is presently

the case. However if our uata and analysis are correct (see below)

the quality and characteristics of the females recruited and retained

in teaching over the next decade are likely to be substantially

different from the quality and characteristics of the females re-

cruited between 1950 and 1970. To underst,:nd what is meant by this

statement, it is necessary to look more closely at patterns of

recruitment and retention from 1950 to the present.

The Issue of Retention

Prior to 1970, there are little reliable data regarding the

cnaracteristics3 of those who are retained in teaching. There c-e,

however, at least three studies that provide so-le insight into this

matter.

Pavalko (1970) surveyed a sample of 4,621 female Wisconsin high

school seniors in 1957 and seven years later, in 1964. He was able

to identify five overlapping career categories based on career plans

(1957) and career outcomes (1964):

1. Those who planned to become teachers.

2. Those who planned to become teachers but did not.

3. Those who planned to become teachers and did.

4. Those who did not plan to become teachers but did so.

5. Those who became teachers regardless of their career plans.

Measured intelligence was based on the Henmon-Nelson test of V.ental

Ability (1942) and was taken by the sample in the junior year of

high school. Pavalko divided measured intelligence into three

categories - Ygh (IQ above 116), mediuw (I0 105-116) and low (IQ

below 105) which yielded approximately egual numbers of females.

vir.044.1,Yes~"koha.wpww,
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For recruitment into the occupation, he found that women ranked

in the lower third were underrepresented (11%) while those in the

highest third were overrepresented (56.8%). Tn addition, he found

that those who did not plan to become teachers but did were dis-

proportionately drawn from the higher ability level (58.5%). Havirg

answered "Who is recruited into teaching?", Pavalko looked at reten-

tion in the teaching occupation by abilil.y level. By 1964, the total

cohort had lost 401' of its members. 72.9c_ of the lowest ability

level remained, 56.7, of the middle ability level, and 59.3"/,, of the

highest ability level remained. Pavalko t.oncluded: "Althoug)

teachers are recruited disproportinately from iirls of higher

measured intelligence, it is those of lower measured intelligonce

who continue working.

Henry Levin (1910), using data derived from the U.S. Office of

Educat'Dn's Survey of Equal Opportunity for the school year 1965-

1966, attempted to answer the nuestion "Is it more cost effective

to hire teachers with higher verbal abilitj scores than teachers

with more experience in attempting to raise the achievement scores

of students?" Using the data from Eric hanuchei's study of teacher

characteristics and achievement scores for white students in 471

elementary schools and black students in 242 elementary schools in

the metropolitan North, two traits were found to consistently relate

to students' verbal scores: years of teacher experience aild teachers'

verbal score, Levin applied this data to a standard economic pro-

duction function which maximizes actieyerient scores under bud.et

constraints. He was able to compare the approxirate costs of raising

student test scores with two different strategies: recruiting and
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retaining teachers with more experience and recruiting and retaining

teachers with higher verbal scores. Of particular interest to this

study was the necessity for him to demonstrate that, in fact, these

were two different strategies for if teachers with higher verbal

scores, Of particular interest to this study was the necessity for

him to demonstrate that, in fact, these were two different strate-

gies for if teachers with higher verbal ability were also those

with greater experience, then these could not be considered true

alternatives. This was not the case because the zero-order corre-

lation between experience and verbal ability for the several thousand

teachers was not significantly different from zero. In addition,

he found a significant pattern among tne newer teachers: the teachers

with the highest verbal ability were the ones with no experience.

Furthermore, "many of the most highly endowed of these individuals

leave the schools within three years so that the stock of teachers

with three years or more experience shows significantly lower test

sco-es than those with less than three years experience" (p. 33).

His finding that the approximate cost to tne schools of obtaining

a teacher with verbal ability that would raise a Negro or white

student verbal score was $26. The relative cost of the same incre-

ment for Negro student by teacher experience was five times as costly

or $128. To make the same gain in verbal scores for white students

through purchasing teacher experience was nearly ten times as expen-

sive or $253. Levin cohcluded "the obvious policy implication is

that school districts are obtaining too much experience as against

verbal proficiency. Accordingly, the schools should try to increase

i



the recruitment and retention of verbally able teachers while p...ying

somewhat less attention to experience" (p.31).

Sharp and Hirshfield (1975) examined data initially collected in

1967 by the American Council on Education on 185,848 first-time full-

time freshmen in 252 institutions. Four years later, a follow-up

study was conducted on a sub-sample of 34,346 cases. Of those, 19,350

yielded a projected population of 542,300. This study was based on

this nationz.11y representative sub-sample. Their study focused on

two phases of career development: change in career plans during

college and recruitment from college into the first teaching job.

In 1967 and 1971, respondents were asked to select their

probable career. All designating elementary school teacher, secondary

school teacher, school Counselor, scnool principal or superintendent

were viewed as selecting an education career. Consequently, four

categorizations were derived:

NEVER EDUCATION CAREER: those who had not selected an educa-

tion career at 1967 or 1571 (60'; of 1971 graduates).

STABLES: those who had selected education both in 1967 and

1971 (20% of 1971 graduates).

RECRUITS: those selecting educarion ca.-eers in 1971 (11-

of 1971 graduates).

DEFECTORS: those selecting education careers in lit; only

(8:' of 1971 graduates).

Acknowledging that the key question occupying educational policy-

makers is probably the effect of in-college career changes on the

total pool of students selecting education as their first job, Sharp

and Hirshfield found that defectors had the highest grade point
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averages of B+ or better. Stable males were found to be lowest on

both measures; stable females were lowest on the proportion of those

with B+ or better; recruits wet-2 the lowest group on overall grade

point average.

An academic index, which combined institutional selectivity and

personal grade point average and originally developed by James A.

Davis at the National Opinion Research Center, was appiied to the

categories. Stables were found to be the least likely to score high

and the most likely to score low. Defectors scored higher than stables

and female recruits. Male recruits had a higher proportion of high

and low scorers than defectors.

3y 1971, career choice changes had alterei the overall lbility-

related factors associated with the teacher pool in the following

ways: defectors' measure of college selectivity was higher than

recruits as was their grade point average and, consequently, they

were least likely to score low on the academic index. Choosing out

of education during the college years was found to result in a loss

of high achieving students who attended quality private institutions.

The net effect of in-college career choice out of education is best

summarized by Sharp and Hirshfield (1975):

To the extent that such students (high achievers from
highly selective institutions) were initially interested
in education careers, they more than others defected from
them during the college years as other opportunities opened
to them. The data suggest that in the early 1970's, more
than in the early 1960s, able male students from modest
backgrounds raised their sights and gave UP teaching for
more prestigious or lucrative careers. They also show that
women of high ability and in comfortable financial circum-
stances sought alternatives to teaching careers and selected
career jobs which required advanced training, such as college
teaching and the professions (p. 10).
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Sharp and Hirshfield created two additional categories from the 1971

graduates: those who received a contract to teach in the fall of

1971 or who had already begun to teach were classed as hireds.

Those who had applied for a teaching position but did not receive

a contract were classed as non-hireds. Seventeen percent of those

intending to teach did not apply. Out of those who ar,plied, 25%

were hired. Results showed that non-hireds had attended more

selective institutions than hireds although the median selectivity

for the entire graduating cohort was considerably higher than either

th,2 hireds or non-hireds. The greatest difference between hireds

ard non-hireds was grade point average and proportion of those with

B+ or better average. Regardless of sex, race, religion, institu-

tional selectivity, career goal in education or not and length of

anticipated career, hireds had a higher mean grade point average

and a greater proportion of Bi- average or better than non-hireds.

Sharp and Hirshfield also found that a greater proportion of hireds

scored high on the academic index and a greater proportion of non-

hireds scored low.

For males, the grade point average of hireds was slightly belo

all male graduates in the cohort. Women who were hired had slightly

better grade point averages than all of the women graduates. For

both men and women, those not hired had considerably lower grades

than the total graduating cohort.

Up to this point, Sharp and Hirshfield dealt entirely with

selection of educational careers and recruitment into teaching. Be-

cause their study did not follow the 1967 freshmen class beyond their

first teaching job, they were unable to speak to the retention of

teachers in the occupation. However, they did ask hired teachers "How

2 ,..,
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long a teaching career do you anticipate? - Less than two years -

two to five years - more than five years but not the rest of my working

life - most of my working life." While this item - length of expected

teaching career of teachers who obtained earl/ jobs - is by no means

a substitute for direct measures of occupational retention, it does

give us a glimpse of commitment to education as a career for between-

group comparisons by measures related to academic ability - such as

instit.itional selectivity and achievement measures.

They found that teachers with longer-term commitments came from

schools of lower selectivity - and more modest personal circumstances.

Longer-term teachers had higher mean grade point averages - however,

the proportion of men and women with Be+ or better grade point averages

with the shortest commitment was nearly the same for those with life-

time commitmen, - 25.8% and 26.3, respectively. Women who intended

to make education a life-time career had a higher mean grade point

average (3.02) than men Wth the same level of commitment (2.80.

In toth cases, the grade point average of life-time commitment oriented

teachers was greater than the grade point average of those committed

to less than two years. This held up for white and black teachers.

When the academic index which adjusts grade point averages for

institutional selectivity was applied to length of anticipated teaching

career of hired teachers, the proportion of those highest on the academic

index was greater for males committed to less than two years than for

all other levels of commitment. For women, those highest on the

academic index showed the same percentage for less than two years

and for more than five years but not rest of working life. For males

and females combined, those with the shortest commitment to teaching

as a career had the highest proportion on-tne academic index. For

2j
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combined males and females who scored high on the academic index,

the largest percentage occurred among those with le-,s than two years

anticipated service in teaching.

In assessing the policy implications of their study, Sharp and

Hirshfield made the following comments:

Coupled with the finding that the 1971 new teachers
were also more likely to be offspring of parents with at
least some college and in professional and managerial jobs,
and less likely of those in blue-collar jobs, these data
suggest that the sexual, social and ethnic gap between
teachers and students is growing (p. 19)... Recruitment
to teaching occurred among socially concerned students
(judging from their attitudes and values measured in the
questionnaire) from higher socio-economic backgrounds, but
not higher academic achievement. Defection, on the other
hand, seemed to occur mainly among those students from
lower socio-economic backgrounds whose professional
aspiration level had been raised in college, perhaps because
the institutions they attended - more frequently private
and/or of high quality - tended to encourage them in the
substitution of other careers for teaching, or perhaps
because they themselves (for example, black men, women of
high achievement, with doctoral ambitions) perceived alter-
native career possibilities they had not initially recog-
nized. Policy-makers who are primarily concerned with
recruiting the 'best and the brightest' into school systems
will view these findings with alarm; those who are primarily
eager to recruit sympathetic and service-oriented teachers
will be pleased (pp. 19-20).

Assuming that the teachers represented in these studies

are typical of teachers recruited durina the period 190-1)70

and assuming that the career patterns they project for themselves

were in fact carried out, it seems likely that those teachers who

were retained from the 1950-1970 cohort and are, therefore,presently

teaching disproportionately represent the least academically able of

those recruited. Furthermore, it also seems likely that those who were

retained were drawn disproportionately from among those persons who

attended the least selective teacher training institutions.
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In addition to the evidence presented in the studies cited above,

there are at least two additional reasons to believe that such conclusions

are warranted. First, 1950-1970 was a period of great expansion in

the size of universities and a time of considerable increase in the

number of four year colleges and universities. Among those programs

that were expansive were those programs aimed at the preparation

of teachers. futhermore, many of the new four year colleges that

were formed in this period gave substantial emphasis to the development

of teacher education programs. IndEed, it appears that the lower

the standarJs of selectivity to college Juring this Period, tne

more likely it was that the college would give most of its emphasis

to teacher education. Thus, mucn of the expansion in the number of

college graduates available to fill new teaching positions was

accounted for by expansion in the productivity of the least selective

segment of the higher education establishment.

Second, based on recent studies (Schlechty and Vance, 1981;

Vance and Schlechty, 1982),where longitudinal data are available,

the actual behavior of recent recruits is consitent with the projected

patterns suggested by the Sharp and Hirshfield study. Since the

1970's (the time period in which the data for these studies were J

collected) was a time of uncertain economic conditions, one would

expect that if patterns of retention of the 1J70's differed from

those of the 1950s and 1960's, those differerices would be reflectcd

primarily in an enhanced capacity of schools to retain the services

of the more able and the students from the more selective colleges.

Thus, if retention patterns were different in the 1950's and the

1960's from today, one would expect that even more of the able teachers

left teaching in the 1950's and 1960's than is the case today.
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Recruitment - Selection - Retention: the Decade of the 1970's

W. Timothy Weaver (1979), writina from a demographic perspective

on the effects of a decline in undergraduate enrollments, asked how

this social force might affect the selection process which attempts

to place talented members of each new age cohorc eventually in roles

of classroom teaching, administration and educational research.

Weaver presents data on such accepted measures of academic ability as

the Scholastic Aptitute Test (SAT), tne American College Testing

Program (ACT), Grade point averages (GPA), and SAT scores of graduating

college seniors, class of 197C from the Nationdl Longitudinal Study

(NLS) - as well as NLS' own vocabulary, reading and math tests. In

addition, Graduate Record Examination (GRE) and National Teacher

Examination (NTE) score data are presented to show the effect on

the quality of teachers by tnree conditions; (1) a decline in the

job market in teaching; (2) a shift in student preferences away from

the field of education and (3) a sharp decline in test scores of college

bound sudents and enrolled freshmen who intend to study in education

and a pass-through of the score decline to graduating seniors and

to those who find teaching positions.

Defending his use of test scores to distinguish the academically

talented, Weaver states:

If it is a reasonable expectation that new teachers
ought to be able to read and write sentences, recognize
common words, add, subtract, and multiply numbers with at
least average proliciency, then the discovery that such
skills are not average and have diminished would be cause
for alarm. The education profession must be able to make
the claim that its members are competent in the basics they
are teaching because it is a reasonable presumption that
such competencies are necessary for effective teaching.
That it is also empirically the case is immaterial. (Here
Weaver cites James S. olemen, et al. Equal tWortunitx
study of 1966 which initially establishefliositive,
significant correlations between teachers' verbal ability
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and measures of verbal achievement of students in elementary
and high school). It is simply a reasonable reauirement
that those who attempt to develop literacy in the young
be themselves literate (p. 30).

Defending the reasonableness of literacy as an occupational

requirement, Weaver argues:

To the extent the profession cannot claim to foster the
development of such skills, it will suffer further loss of
its fundamental claim to authority. It would be reasonable
to contest the legitimacy of the education profession to
claim any exclusive perogative in the conduct of schooling,
the compelling of communities to set aside property rights
through school taxes, or the enforcement of compulsory
attendance (p. 46).

Weaver presents data that raise crucial questions about the ability

of the education profession to recruit and select students of high

academic quality. Comparing 1976 college-bound high school seniors

who intended to major in education with all college-bound seniors,

he found the prospective education majors to be 34 points below the

mean on verbal scores and 43 points below the mean on math scores.

Using longitudinal ACT test data, Weaver found statistically significant

declines in English and especially in math test scores since 1970

for high school senior intending to major in education when compared

to all college-bound high school seniors. He examined the ranking

of intended majors by academic ability and found edu:ation ranl'ed

lower than business administration, biological sciences, engineering,

health and medical fields, physical sciences and social sciences.

Enrolled college freshmen, l97:)-197C, indicating an education

major, were ranked seventeenth on math scores and fourteenth on English

scores out of nineteen possible fields c'f study in the ACT Jata.

In addition, these scores have declined significantly when comnared

with the 1970-1971 group.
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College seniors who majored in education, according to LS data

reported by Weav,!r, ranked fourteenth out of sixteen fields on SAT

verbal scores. Only seniors studying in office-clerical and vocational-

technical fields scored lower on SAT verbal. For the SAT math scores,

graduating education majors ranked fifteenth out of sixteen fields,

with their scores being 52 points below the mean of all graduating

seniors. The grade point average of education majors was 2.72 compared

with 2.97 for all graduating seniors and was ranked twelfth out of

the sixteen majors. Examining the scores made on the NLS tests for

vocabulary, reading and math, Weaver found senior education majors

below the overall population mean. The only group of majors who

seniors majoring in education ranked above on all three tests were

clerical-office majors.

Graduate Record Examination (GRL) scores for education majors

have shown statistically significant declines since 1970. Compared

with other professional fields in 1975-1.'76, these scores were reported

by Weaver as being substantially lov.er than those of other majors.

The GRE scores of education majors have also declined at a faster

rate since 1970 than the total population taking the GRE.

Examining the National Teacher Examination (NTL) scores for education

majors, Weaver found a net score decline of 20 points during the five-

year period from 1969-70 to 1974-75, a decline reported as significant

well beyond chance. Weaver then examined the next step in the process

of selection into the teaching occupation - applying for and finding

a teaching position. He found among the NLS data that those who had

majored in education and did not find teaching jobs - for whatever

reason - had higher test scores than those who were teaching except

in math (55.90 vs. 55.80). Although the difference in test scores

41A
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between the two groups is small and, according to Weaver, only approaches

statistical significance on the SAT - V and SAT - M scores, he

concludes that the importance of these score comparisons is "...

that the process of teacher selection and placement does not result

in more academically competent teachers being selected" (p. 46).

Consistent with the findings of Sharp and Hirshfield (1975), Weaver

found slightly higher grade point averages among teacher candidates

who were hired (2.86) than those not hired (2.79) which led him to

suggest that employers perhaps use grades in determining which teachers

to hire.

Citing a 4ationa1 Public Radio show in December, 1977, that

suggested an influx of minority students had negatively affected the

test scores of students majoring in the professions, Weaver analyzed

the NLS data and concluded:

There is not a larger proportion of nonwhite students
in education than in other career fields (all career
fields having a smaller proportion of minorities than
do arts and sciences), and the presence of minorities
among graduating seniors has virtually no effect on
test scores.... The effect of nonwhite test scores
on population means among seniors in the various fields
of study for both verbal and math SAT scores is minimal,
and explains little of the declining qualities observed
among the professions in general (p. 31).

Having defended against one alternative explanation for the decline

in measured academic ability, Weaver offers a general pro;)osition that

he says governs the allocation of talent to different fields of study:

"As market demand for new graduates in any given field delires, not

only will the quantity of Potential students decline but also the

quality of the applicant pool prepared to enter that field of study"

(p. 32).

Subsequent to Weaver's study, the two studies conducted by the

present authors were completed. Both of these studies had the
t)

11
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advantage of being longitudinal in nature. The first of the

studies permitted us to follow the career patterns of all new

teachers employed in North Carolina from 1973 through 1980.

The second, based upon a continuation of the same 1LS data set

used by Weaver, permitted us to study the actual and projected

career patterns of those persons from the 1972 high school

graduating class who actually graduated from college by 1979

and who took teaching positions during tnat period.

At a descriptive level, the conclusion; that we have arrived

at regarding the nature of recruits to teacninq in tne present

decade are consistent with Weaver's findings. For example, in

our study of North Carolina teacers, 1,,e found a consistent decline

in the measured academic ability of teachers entering teaching

in North Carolina during the period 1973-1980. In our second

study, we examined an extended version of the data set used by

Weaver (the 1LS data). We found no reason to dispute Weaver's

conclusions tnat the overall quality of those recruited to teaching

in the 1970's (as measured by tests of academic ability) is probably

lower than it was in the 1960s through this conclusion is

based more on Weaver's analysis than our own. The nature of our

analysis, however, has permitted us to extend Weaver's argument

and has caused us to seriously challenge one of his basic conclusions.

Specifically, Weaver suggests that the decline in the academic

quality of the entering teacher corps is attributable to two

conditions: one, the tendency of tne more able to oDt out of

education and two, the fact that teacher training institutions

respond by opening admissions to increasingly inferior students.

We have no quarrel with the first of these two conclusions,

t)
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the data from our studies are consistent with it, However, we do

question whether people are now beino admitt:c to education wno

would have been denieJ admission in the- 1950s and 1960's.

conclusion is that the decline in the overall quality of the teach-

ing cors is more tr,e result of a shrinkage in the size ef the

population electing to enter teacher education aed a tendency for

those wno are the most academically able to opt out of teacher

education for other fields. For example, in the North Carolina

study based on NTE Common scores (Schlechty and Vance, 19.31)

1,294 white females in 1373 scored below 610 (the 1973 median) and

1,301 scored above 610. Fourteen scored exactly 610. By contrast,

1,235 white females in 1960 scored below CB and only 817 scored

above 61d. Ten scored exactly 610. Thus, while there was an over-

all decline from 1973 to 1980 in the number of white females emoloyed,

most of this decline occurred among hign-scoring females, i.e.,

those who scored above 610. Indeea, ir 1)80, the state of North

Carolina employed only 59 fewer low-scoring vhitp females than Vsds

the case in 1973. This represents a reduction of 4.6', in the number

of low-scoring white females employed in 19db, compared with 1973.

By contrast, the state of North Carolina employed 434 feer white females

who scored above 610 in 1980 than was the case 1973. This repre-

sents a 37% decline in the number of high-scoring white females employed

in 1980, compared with 1973.

The North Carolina case is not peculiar. In a study based on

a national sample (Vance and Schlechty, 1982), it was found that males

were over represented in those who scored in the top 20% on the SAT

among those who entered teaching. Overall, 26.78', of those who
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entered teaching were malg. However, males represented 33.33%

of those who scored in the top 20:: on the SAT verbal and who

entered teaching. Since it is historically the case that females

rather than males were over represented in the high ability

groups entering teaching, these uata sup2ort the assertion that

nowadays high ability females are disproportionately opting out of

education. There is, in addition, some reason to believe that the

same pattern may be developing among blacks. For example, among

black college graduates who scored in the botom 20% in verLal

ability on the SAT, 27% entered teaching. In contrast, only 13%

of the black college graduates in the remaining 80% entered teach-

ing. If it is true, and we believe it is, that prior to the mid

1960's1 education received a disproportionate number of the more

academically able blacks, this is certainly no longer the case.
4

Data regarding patterns of retention provide additional

support for the assertion that teacning is increasingly unable to

attract and retain able females. In the past, the evidence indi-

cates that the long run holding power of teaching for males was

somewhat greater than for females (e.g., Ci'arters, 1963). The

two studies cited above (Schlecnty and Vance, 1981; Vance &

Schlechty, 1982) indicate that there is very little difference

in the drop-out rate of males and females. In addition these

data support the conclusion tnat the reason for this change is the

decreasing ability of education to command the loyalty of high

ability females after they have been recruited to the occupation.

For example, in the North Carolina study, 59.6% of the females

who entered teaching in 1974 continued to teach in 1980 as com-

pared with 58.9% of the males. Only 37.3% of the females who were
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in the top 10% of that group remained in teaching as opposed to

39.75% of the males. 46.07% of the females who were in the

second 10% remained in teaching as opposed to 49.3% of the males.

However, if one examines the lowest two ranks (the bottom 20%),

one finds a different pattern. For example, 64.2% of the males

in rank nine were teaching in the fall of 1930, as compared

with 57.8% of the females and of those in rank ten, 74.3.z of the

males were teaching as compared with 62.:)- of the females. The

important point is that there is very little difference in the

ability of education to command the loyalty of high ability males

and nigh ability females. Neither group finds teacning rarticularly

attractive. Thus, a decrease in the proportion of high at,ility

people who are female would lead to a decrease in the overall

turnover rate for females.

It is not, however, totally clear that education today is any

better able to retain the services of new and inexperienced teachers

than it was in the past. The National Center for Educational

Statistics does report that prior to tne recent decade, approximately

8% of the total teaching force turned over (Projection of Educational

Statistics to 1988-89). Presently, they estimate a 6';', turnover rate.

On the surface, this would seem to suggest that teachers generally

are leaving education at a slower rate than was the case in the

past. However, during the 1960's and presently, teachers with less

than seven years experience leave, or left, education at a faster

rate than teachers with more than seven years experience. Based

upon our own studies (Schlechty and Vance, 1981; Vance and Schlechty,

1982), it seems reasonable to estimate that from 40-50% of those

employed as first-year teachers this year will not be teaching seven

:3,



years from now. Furthermore, two thirds to three fourths of

those who leave will do so in the first four years of teaching.

Our best estimate is that first-year teachers leave teaching

at an annual rate of 15 and the rate for second-year teachers

is appnoximately the same. Third-year teachers leave at a rate

of approximately 10% and it is not until thc, fifth Cr sixth

year that the annual rate reaches a leyel that will support the

assumption made by NCB. Furthermore, there is a

in the retention rate of those who are highest in

who are lowest in ability. For example, of those
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major diffe,;rence

ability and those

who are in the

upper 20% of measured academic ability, only 26% intend to teach

at age 30 (based on NLS data) as contrasted with approximately 60%

of those with the lowest academic ability. Thus, whatever decline

there is in the turnover rate is likely to be attributable to the

fact that teaching now attracts fewer of those persons who are

likely to leave; that is, there is an overall decline in the

absolute number of new teachers employed and among those v,ho are

employed, proportionately fewer are drawn fror the high ability

groups.

A General V:ew

Many critics of public education are well aware of t'le general

dimensions of the problems descrioed in this paper. linfortonately,

few seem to understand that solutions to the problem of recruiting

and selecting high quality teachers are not likely to be found if

one concentrates attention on institutions of higher education or

on upgrading certification requirements. In fact, given the truncated

view that presently dominates legislative thinking and the consequent
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tendency to assume that by culling out the bottom, it is possible

to assure the presence of the top, there is a strong possibility

that policy thrusts in the next decade will create a major teacher

shortage and yet never address the real problems.

For example, based on our analysis of NLS data, if policies

were put in place that deny admission to teaching to those college

graduates who scored below the lower fifth of all college graduates

on measures of academic ability the following seems likely to 'oe

the result:

(1) Approximately 35% of those who major ir oducatin would

be denied entry to teacher education programs. This would

have virtually no impact on schools and departments of

education that are located in ndjor research and development

centers, but would have devastating effects on weak private

schools and many weaker state institutions. Some will

apolaud this result, but one cannot overlook the politIcal

significance of such a move.

(2) If those persons who actually took teaching ,jo!'s and who

scored in the lowest 20% on the SAT or other measures of

academic ability were excluded from taking positions, it is

conservatively estimated that the supply of teachers would

be decreased by 30. If it were required that one score

above the median on tests like the SAT or the NTE in o,der

to teach, this requirement would exclude between 70.. anJ

75% of all teachers.

(3) Since it is the case that those who score lowest and who

enter teaching are the most likely to stay in the teaching

occupation, it seems reasonable to speculate that if tose
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who scored in the lowest 20% on measures of academic ability

were preculded from entering teacher education and thus from

taking teaching positions, one would decrease the number of

teachers likely to stay in teacning beyond age 30 by 40'4 to

50%. Thus, by precluding the bottom 20S of all college

graduates from entering teaching, one would reduce the supply

of career teachers by approximately one half.

(4) It also appears that reducing the access low scorers have

to the teaching occupation would have a different impact on

blacks, than on whites. Overall, approximately 9.5% of the

population attracted to education is black. This represents

approximately 20% of black college graduates, However, educa-

tion attracts nearly 35% of the black college graduates who

score in the lowest 20'4 on tne SAT. In fact, 7b% of all blacks

who enter education are drawn from among those blacks wno

score in the lowest 20% (Vance ano Schlechty, 1932).

(.)) With regard to males, teaching recruits approximately 10.5%

of all male college graduates. However, 30.1 percent of all

males recruited to teacning are drawn from the lowest 21,, as

compared to 23.5 percent of the females. Furthermore, 39.1

percent of the males who intend to continue teaching are drawn

from the bottom group, as opposed to 25.3'; of the females.

Thus, if the lowest 20:, were excluded, males would ue dispro-

portionately excluded).

Given the conditions outlined above anu the argument,s presented

earlier, it seems to us to be irresponsible to write off as irrele-

vant the fact that education is having difficulty attracting and retaining
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the services of academically able college students. The inability

of education to attract and retain the services of those who are

among the more academically able has, in the past, had deleterious

effects on the prestige of teachers and these effects are likely to

be more pronounced in the future. In addition, urless a means can

be found to attract more acadelically able persons to teaching,

there is a strong possibility that more and more high prestige

research and development institutions will remove themselves from

the teacher education enterprise since these institutions will

find it increasingly difficult to attract students to their programs

who meet the general standards required of all their students. Thus

teacher education will continue to suffer status loss withih the

higher education establishment and will be relegated to tose insti-

tutions of higher education that are lcwest in the academic peeling

order.

If the analysis presented here is correct, students fru, tie

upper half of college graduates are fleeing from educativ in

creasihqly large numbers. If those who advoc)te minimum cornetence

tests have tneir way, those from the 1Gwer fifth will ,e excluded

v; well. 7,J- result may be that teaching will become th( exclusive

domain of academically inferior white fenales.

The key questions that remains are ",lny are things a, tle'/ dre?"

and %hat migt be done to remeiiate tPis cor itich?" The remainder

of this paper is an attempt to suggest sor,e answers to these

questions.

Retention of The Academically Able: The Central Issue

To understand the difficulties schools now have in recruiting
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and selecting academically able persons to teach, one must under-

stand that schools are presently not organized to retain the ser-

vices of these people once they are recruited and selected. Until

schools become attractive places for the academically able to

pursue careers, it is basically meaningless to discuss issues of

selection and retention. Indeed, to concern oneself with recruiting

and selecting high ability persons for schools without first making

schools attractive to these persons is likely to be dysfunctional

and disruptive.

Indeed, it is probable that the reason nest efforts to improve

the academic quality of the teaching corps have failed is because

these efforts nave concentrated primarily on recruiting more able

people to teacher education and on changing the quality of teacher

education programs themselves rather than attending to tne structuring

of schools in ways that would be attractive to tnese increasingly

able candidates. Inspite of what the critics say, schools and

departments of education now produce many more academically able

teachers than schools employ, and those academirAlly able teachers

who are employed tend to leave the occupation early. Tnc ability

to recruit academically able teachers aria/or to select teachers

from among the academically able dcrenus in large measure on th,

ability of scnools to provide environments career o,inrtn1ties

that are attractive to the academically ablr In tne firsf

Retention and the Conditions of the 4oriplIc;e

Those who have given serious attention tu the organiztlo,i01

nature of schools and to the structure of tir t(acrl er_rior
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have identified numerous factors about teaching that would be dis-

couraging to career-oriented men and women wnose academic qualifi-

cations and personal aspirations make them candidates for careers

in fields outside education. We do not interd to list all of these

conditions here. Rather, we recommend that the interested reader

consult this literature (e.g., Dreeben, 1370; Gracey, 1972; Lortie,

1975; Schlecnty, 1976; Vance, 1981) for themselves. What we do

propose to do is to suggest three obvious features of schools that

are likely to be discouraging to tne academically proficient and

to suggest some possible ways of altering these conditions. These

features are:

(1) The tendency for the reward system in teaching to he

front-loaded and the lack of a clear career ladder and career

staging.

(2) The tendency of schools to mitigate against shared decision-

making and problem centered analytical discussions among adults.

(3) The tendency for the informal culture of schools fiich

reflects an ethos of nurturance and groth to Le dofinated by

a management structure that is punishment centered and tureau-

cratic. This condition results in the production of frustra-

tion and dissatisfaction, especially to the more thoughtful

and sensitive members of the school cormunity.

The Teaching Career

It is obvious to all who have thought about the matter that,

in the main, the teaching occupation is not organized to promote

careerism among teachers. Salary schedules are truncated and there

i: little opportunity for advancement within the ranks of teaching
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since the teaching role is largely undifferentiated. Unlike

business organizations where low level managers can aspire to

positions in middle level or top management and unlike medicine

where one can anticipate quantum leaps in income, the longer one

teaches ti-e less rewarding teaching is, at least in relative

terms. (We recognize that there are many intrinsic rewards in

teaching, but other occupations have intrinsic rewards as well).

The problem is th.at when teachers gain sufficient experience

to be at the too of the salary schedule, ten to fifteen years,

they are likely to be relatively young, around thirty-five. Indeed,

teachers who hit the top of the salary schedule are only slightly

older than physicians wno have completed their residency. Thus, at

approximately the same point tliat established professionals and

business executives are in a position to launch thrir careers (at

least in terms of salary possibilities) the career of the teacher

is blocked.

Salary is not the only issue. Most of the psychic rewards

that come to one as a teacher are as accessible to the relatively

inexperienced teacher as to the experienced one. Other than a

modicum of ancillary rewards that come to teachers by virtue cr

experience (e.g., having one's own room or own desk drawer),

there are few rewards available to the experienced teacher trat are

not available to the inexperienced. Neither are e,perienced teachers

likely to be afforded meaningful increments in responsibility though

they may be relieved of more onerous responsibilities (e.g., patrol-

ing restrooms, monitoring study halls and so on). The matter of

fact is that the reward structure associated with the teachini career



is truncated, it is impoverished and the ir,lboverishnent goes well

beyond the impoverishment suggested by rioncy. It is true tnat

teachers can improve their economic lot some4h3t by pursuinr,

graduate degrees. However, there is no evidence that bersors

pursuing graduate degrees are any mere proficier,t at their tasKs

than those who do not do so. Thus, (cools use wat little

differential rewards there are availaHe to reward beaHe for

Join9 college work rather than school Furtherlor,I, the e is

little evidence that having successf,Jil, L(,rletr±

degree provides one with any mpre honor Ur rt,,:ensi:)111t) if, the

school than those who have not oursuH ',LAO) denrers.

It is tne case that tne nursult or a!vahced qrauatr,

tied to certification patterns tnat led,; to rossiHe

in the school. Fortunately or unfortunately, auci joL c!,anr.

usually mean that one moves further and further frm matt;-rs

routine instruction and cause one to be identifiei as a ",f_f,Le." of

an occupation other than teaching. rew teachers see adr,i0strators

as members of the teaching occupation. in our viee:, tne condi,ions

described above are dysfunctional if tfe inteht is to male schools

a place attractive to career-oriented teachers and if the intent

is to focus the attention of all loyees on the business of

providing high quality instrycn to all Ter,. are 1:J

easy solutions to such ,roHer',s,

be some possible alternatives:

(1) Teachers, adroinistrators and trose

Aft gmbaga

the folleying sor tf,

o nrr_bare teac,pr;

should conceptualize the school a , r laLe.

10.1411.110,41114... va'
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mean that schools are factories. There are many workplaces

that are not factories (e.g., hospitals, research institutions

and farms are workplaces).

(2) It should be assumed that the primary workers in the schools

are student. The fact that work language is used to describe

scnools (e.g., home work, seat work and busy work) sugq,?sts

that the workplace analogy is not incongruent with folk wisdom

atout schsols.

(3) by conceptualizirg schools as wor)uleces and studr_:ts as

the Primary workers, the role of ordinary classroor teacher

5ecores the role of a first-line supervisor as opposed tc a

low le\,el erAoyee. Such a conceptualization seers nuite

consistent with the er,erging view that teacners should Le

viewed as managers.

(4) Ronsibility for the professional training of teacers

sl-ould tc divorced from institutions cf higher educalon and

teacher education should once again Je placed where it )n fact

occurs: in the public schools. However, unlike tor.2 days of

the normal school when the supply of college gra,:u6t,!s was

Protaly insufficient to the demand for them, the of

college graduates is now relatively aLendint and i11 H2core

more so. For exampl-, in r.):;0, if teachers had he;.r '..elected

from arong only college graduates, the talcnt pool t,lat woulo

have been avlileDle represented less tnar of the afult

Population. by 19)o, the number of collf-le graduates l uc

approximately 2S of the adult population. Thus, tedn,,vr
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education institutions embedded in public schools could

establish, as a preselection criteria, the possession of a

college degree and have available to it (proportinately)

21/2 times as many potential canJicotes as would have been

the case in 19.30.

There are some additional advantages to this proposal. First,

the potential talent Pool available for recruitrent would not be

limited to persons whose Personal circumstances, values, or academic

qualifications required them to attend less academically demanding

institutior.s of nigher education. Neither would it require that

public schools recruit from a talent pool in nigh prestige institu-

tions that selected themselves on the basis of personal willingness

to sacrifice status and esteem on the college campus.

Second, the economic savings of such a policy would be Sub-

stantial, and these savings might well be divcrtei to supporting

teacher e'iucation programs in public schools. For example, there

has seldom been a time, even when there oas a teacher shortage,

when more tl,an 5G of those ho ma_lore in ,dJcation too; tnching

jobs. It iS reasonable to estimate tnat no more tnan on( oo '-. of

ten of those who major in education actJally c.ech for more t an

twenty years. if ore assures a career teo(f,y- v a oer-,,

teaches more tnan twenty years, the exch-, of ,,roduLin- ,reor

teacner is at let ten tins 8S oredt as Lo!,:tional r7r mulas

might suggest.

Third, atd perlaPs m')st significant, the pr000'_.ai ridio here

:las the advartaqes of expanding tne potential talent pool asdla:_,le
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to schools beyond that which is provided by weaker institutions

of higher education and low status department,, within the university

structure.

(5) Those who are employed to teach should be identified in

two broad categories: career teachers and non-career teachers.

For those who aspire to the career teacoing role, the success-

ful performance of the duties of tl'e non-career teecner might

5e a necessary prerequisite for achieving that status. For

tt,ose who, by personal choice or by rea,or of organizational

judgments do not achieve a status of career teacher, the

occupational structure would remain relatively similar to

that w'iich obtains at present.

For those who do obtain the status of career teacher, however, new

instructional roles might be created. For example, career teachers

right be assigned responsibility for teaching students and teaching

prospe_tive teachers as well. ey migtit ue assigned evaluative

author,ty for Loth programs anJ personnel or they might be assigned

to r'ario,e and conduct hrobl-m-oriented, ir,struction-relatel research

and (levelo'rrent on Ulf, SC':COI site, However, the focus of toe rrles

car,er teJcher':, ,f=cuT)v wodld 1,e on fiaintaiolo;

cualit! uf lnstroct:r:n ir the classroor, ari (,uality intruction

otner teachers an af ew is tn:it !,,/

inq renncrcihilStj for thP educaticr of to:nt_r', to c_,ckools ard

!,akinq r:Jles a_,soutei with the education of teachers afy: re,,earch

arid d, v,'io:J-ent a part uf the career struct,ire of teachin., rrC

enriches tne career possibilities tor all tacers. Sirl,ultaheously,

such (-3,, arrdnr,erncnt has the 1:irosPect of hrininq teacher r tion
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and research and development on teaching more directly into contact

with the workplace.

Some may argue that our recommendation smacks of a return to

the Normal Schools and takes away from tedcner training the pres-

tige that comes from being attached to institutions of f,igher

education. It is possible that this crticism is valid t'rcugh we

think it is not and are more certain tnat it neeJ not be. First,

few Normal Schools (lave emphasis to researcn and developre,,t activity.

The arrangement we are suggesting v,ould do so. Second, for reasons

suggested earlier, the present relationship of teacher e' 3tion

to institutions of nigher education does at least as much to

stigmatize teaching as acaaemically inferior as it does to enhance

the status of the teaching occupation. Oe are not suggesting that

teacher education be totally divorced from institutions of nigher

education. Wh3t we are suggesting is that the relationship betwen

teacher education and institutions of nigher education be altered

in fundamental ways. First, we are suggestirg that institutions

of higher education be the sole source of nominees for e!clsson

to school-based teacher educ?tion programs (e.q., the baccalaureate

degree would Le a prerequisite to admission). Second, wr suqqest

tnat schools of education, esnecially Sc!,cols of education in

major research and development institutions focus their ,.ttertion

on producing seriuus students of teacning and instructional pro-

cesses. Some of these students might evcntually Le employed be

School systems much like medical schools now employ graduates of

chemistry departments, engineering, cornutc:.r science and ,,() on.
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Put directly, we see the university campus as an excellent place,

indeed the preferred place, to learn how to study education.

University campuses are well-enuipped to provide prospective

teachers with instruction in theories from the social and behavioral

science.s that tney might need to perform their work. Similarly,

they are well-eouiPped to provide instruction in research methodolocy,

statistics and evaluation. However, the actual conduct of instruc-

tionally-oriented research would be much enhanced if it couli be

carried out in school systems that gave status to those who con-

ducted research and made it possiole for new employees to aspire

to researcn roles without leaving the scnool setting. Such a

school culture would also provide a vital source of stimulation and

excitement for the academically able teacher.

A Collegial Environment

Almost all the research en effective scnools indicates trat

tnose scnools in which teacners engage in a (jreat deal of Jon-

related discussion and share in decisicns reg3rding instrutional

programs are more effective than tnosc scnools in which dcisions

are made ,y rule-bound bureaucratic rrcJre. CnfortunutplY,

research also indicates that such schouls are relatively scarce

and that the emergelce of such schools is dependent more On

historical accidents ani the personalities of drincipals tnan it

is on conscious policy. movements lite the Teacher Center movement

gained much of their impetus from tne oevious need of teachers to

discuss tfle conliitions of tneir work. T'IP often noted lacl. of a
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shared language to describe work problems (e.g., Dreeben, 1970;

Lortie, 1975), the tendency of schools to eschew long-term planning

for short-term crisis management and what Silberman (1970) calls

the mindlessness of schools is at least in part attributable to the

fact that teachers have little tine to tink alone and even less

time to thik together.

,4any administrators and teachers b;ill a0not,,1edge that shared

decision-making and long-term plannirl weuld be desirable, :Jut

given the resources available, the tine simnlv is not present for

such luxuries. however, in over two decades of conducting research

in scnools and observing in schools, ttie senior author has fro-

ouently been struck by the fact tnat it was typically easier to get

access to teachers and administrators in schools that engaged in

shared planning and shared decision-nalind than it was in scrools

where such activity is discouraged. Indeed, the more centralized

decision-raking is and the fev,er nlanninn meetings teachers attended,

tne busier teachers seemed and the less tine they had to tan to

researchers or to other teachers. ( f coJrse, this oserv_ttion was

and is a casual one, ar,d it would not rcr't-0 here for

one fact. In a recently published LOOi. ; I l) e, titl ed

121#1211_2_, te author reports a siHlar oLserv,1 'on reeaodire b,_-

havior of managers and employees in busirk--,s imronreny, Thos,

it may be that our observation is (-ore tr,:i a ccoal onr, r t

may be that what is perceived as a aste of tirv_ ln t,e S"Hr' run

saves time in tee rig run.

In sum, 'rie are suggesLing that Lo,iccr' 1h,; onoself witt- rf

personal attributes and charac teristics c f tho,e )7
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divert attention from the fact that the way schools are typically

managed and organized may create a condition in which schools cannot

attract the best who are available. In addition, given the present

organization of schools, it may be difficult to get the best out of

those who are attracted. It is time to face the fact that one of

the greatest crises in American education is in the way schools are

mana ed. It is also time to acce . the fact that the cuality of

teaching personnel is unlikely to be substantially improved until

the quality of managers is improved. Personnel management is the

primary task of most school administrators, ]et it is a subject

about which few are well informed. Indeed, those who are officially

charged with responsibility for "personnel" in schools are generally

isolated from thc, instructional enterprise altogether. This leads

us to recommend that if we are to improve the ability of schools

to recruit and retain the services of the most able and if we are

to create organizations that get extraordinary performances out

of ordinary people which schools must do if dcmocracy and excellence

are to compatible, it is essential that public school administrators

be made aware of the best thinking regarding the management of

personnel. It is also essential that school aoministraters be

recruited and selected from among tn-se who have the most demon-

strated competence in personnel management. bureaucrats, purchas-

ing agents, and scnedulers are needed in schools just as they are

in factories, but persons who are more concerned with numbers,

schedules, rules, and procedures than tney are with people and

their mananement should not be charged with tne responsibility of

maintaining the moral life of an oranition that is desir,n1 for
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the purpose of enhancing human values.

Culture and Structure

If one looks at schools seriously, e!-,teecially elementary schools,

two demographic features stand out. First, tnere is the bifurcation

according to age. The bulk of tne ropulation of schools are rela-

tively unsocialized children, but schools are dominated and run by

adults 6
.

Second, the bulk of the teachers are women, but tnose

who run schools are predominantly men. Witnout getting into the

issue of sexism wnich this latter observation might suggest and at

the risk of being considered sexist ourselves (i.e., engaging in

stereotyping of the female role), we would suggest that tne informal

culture in schools and the values embedded in that culture are much

more akin to the values Americans typically attribute to women than

to men. For example, ideas of nurturance, grlwth, warmth and con-

cern dominate the language of elementary school teachers. It IS,

Perhaps, more than coiocidentel that tric Teacher Center movement

which is aime at the nurturance of teachers is predominantly female

(at least, in its local versions) and orcdominantl." elementary

scnool oriented. It is also, perhaos, L%)re U,an coineicental that

secondary schools, where men predominate, also reflect liss concern

with nurturance and growth and more corcerr itn evaluation and

standards than is the case in elementary schools. (Unfortunately,

or some would say fortunately, one of the effects of the accountability

movement, at least in some states, seems to be to cause elementary

teachers to behave more like secondary teachers or at leas,: to feel

guilty if they do not).
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The preceding discussion is not to suggest that male teachers

are not concerned with nurturance and growth, for many are. Similarly,

we are not sugnesting that female teachers are not concerned with

standards and evaluations, for they are. Neither do we suggest that

nurturance and growth are incompatible with standards and evaluation,

for such is not the case. What is the cc.se, however, is that the

informal culture of schools, at least many schools, is dominated

by an ethos of nurturance and growth, what Pascale and Athos (1981)

refer to as the soft S's - staff, skills, style, superordinate goals.

However, those who are officially in charge of managing schools are

more concerned with the hard S's - strategy, structure, systems.

To paraphrase, when a school administrator wants to make a change,

the odds are he or she will reorganize structure, introduce a new

strategic direction or introduce a new control mechanism. When a

teacher wants to make a change, he or she is much more lOely to be

concerned with personal style, with the effect on relationships in

classes and among faculties and with the development of those

personal and behavioral skills that are reouired to mae tne cnarge

effective.

It was not our assignment to discuss thL implications of

Theory Z and Japanese styles of management for schools, and ;.e, will

not do so. However, after considerable experience in stJJ,

schools and after substantial time given over to studying patterrs

of teacher recruitment, selection and retentinn and after Lecoming

as informed as possible about this new management fad callei

"Theory Z," we are convinced that Japanese management styles may

lave much to offer American schools. Indeed, Japanese man,lhement
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styles may nave more to offer AreriLan s,.hools tran trey do

American industry, for the conditions of Ancric:n scnools art

already in many ways similar to Jaolneso iniu(try. For exam-,1e,

with minor exceptions, anyone whc ';etc a tt_r, nosition ar

reasonably anticioate a lifetime ct,rt-2 ',e,teein- if tniv ant it.

Similarly, at the classroow level, ot ias, i t vj!oe is

on ourturance and growtn, The staff dev,_lucent enterprise

schools is doinated by per>ons who cuc i Jacation proLl,r;

from a human relations persnecti ve (1rd (! persogs who a r r ruro-

to emphasize the soft S's than the Lard ore'_ inc(cJ, it H;Js Leeh

our observation that, in the main, stAff uevt_Inmint in , ocl i;

dominated by females (See Scnlecnty oweyr, tose

who run staff develudrent seldot~ rur. schools.

to be a orincipal b, t)eing a.; assistant rot

a curriculum supervisor or curricul:,1, ceer,11,1:1t; r. 'rturar,l,

roles in esecially nurturahe r 0 relatel to

are by ar..1 large Jead-enJ positions fr

authrit; 4n school>. Line autmor

size strategy, structurk.,

4na! is beinq suchestod is tat

t Y '0 St t_

rJ1 cc t'-cts1

cJltiri

schools is, in an enrronic forr, a ol tr t is cursi

toe as.:,!jmations of 7 .ioe,evir, t 1; u eulture ruy,

constantly battle for survival in a 5'5'02, do-irated by perorc

whose ex:ieriences suggest that their mascul:r:it- and success as an

executive de,,end on their br!lig hari--osei, ,rd-;f,aded ani con-

cernei witil the short-term bottom ii nc. Th0re is little ir cie

c'Jlture or on-ent to encourage sLnnol a,;-iristraters cor-

corned 1 to long- goals, i r es tr er t I r.,ofin 0 I ar if



in thoughtful planning. There is, ir fuct, mn to Jiscourage

such behavior. Perhaps, it is tiCO for progressilve school 3drini-

strators to take advantage of the Present fascination 41to Japanese

management styles in order to develop and apply managenent skIlls

that would Le ,Ippropriate to the Z oJlturc ui t stms embroynic in

many schdols. Indeed, we would hvp(Ame'ii.,: tl,at in those schc')1s

where building administrators operate more in i.nat is tomlnr,

Vie Jdp3nese style, one wou16 finL1 rc,)re effective SCti0O1S;

for -Is thinos now stand, those people peinl rfLrjite'J to t,-ich7n(s

are ordinary folks. Ihe genius of Japanese nanagem,2nt seems to

oe getting ordinary people to do extrJordinarv tnings.

History's heavy Hand

To suggest that the present staatioh in education is not

ditferent from the situatior tnat oLtain.2d twenty or tnirti years

ag) is to de^y t-le reality of change. r3r eia-1;)10, In ii

suggestion tat College eidcatei tepnrs odere dra,,n fro:- tne least

academical eile of all ccl I eon gradoatrs stIll lace! tc,'.1,_.rs

in a re I a i v 1 r i cc grou-d sincr tne 1', -J,f all

aove trle ar: of ,:"D posscssJ colli

one out of '-ur r cricans above toe ca-

degree.

It see'''-; 10q1c11 tO exct t.)it coIns ,,!ucatol Cr ,

be more concer, r about tre cualit cf tcachrs tlian

eiucated carents and will te rare vocal aL)out t'icf:e conc.,

Given toe stanJards these persons are 1 ' to aply, CV1),'I,Lc

t'ciat teachers are drawn from tne least acaJer-icall; able c,.-*,, rl

t)dye
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but have an increasingly negative effect on ti.e respect teachers

will be afforded by the most influential members of the community.

Similarly, tne argument that teachers were no more academically

able than the average high school graduate was much less devastating

in 1930 when only 25 of the population held a high school diploma

tnan will be the case in 1990 when better than 7, of the adult

population will have a high scnool diploma.

It is important to understand, furthermore, that many of the

problems we have identified in this paper have their orinin in

solutions to problems that confronted previous generations of

educators. For example, the tendency to separate administrators

from teachers and to view teachers as i,criers and administrators

as managers was encouraged by the perception that many of those

the schools were compelled to hire were uhderqualified and un-

quali'ed. Given U.is perception, the solution was to attempt

to staff tne princiral's office and the superintendent's offic

witn "a few good men" to manage the activities of well meaning

tnough t2chnically and intellectually less than alrluate w07-en.

The Hoosier Schoolmaster was a man afterall. Our iss Dove was

concerned with children. Our Miss Love wt t to Normal SCIIG01.

Tne Hoosier Schoolmaster man,-Iged '4orm)l Schools and nad a "real"

degree.

The drive toward professionalism in tducation seemed to many

to require th,at the baccalaureate degree Le a prere(,uisite to entry

into teaching. However, during the period when the requirement of

tfle baccalaureate degree became widespread (1 .4 , -1_,:) t'Inr wnre



many otner occupations developirg that were competing for college

graduates as well. Furthermore, the population explosion tnat hit

the schools between 1950 and 1970 forced schools to compete for more

college graduates (about 20"., of each year's supply) than any other

sector of the economy. Given the scarcity of resources to attract

these persons, the tendency was to encourage an inordinate expansion

of the teacher education establishment in institutions of higher

education and to encourage schools to be more attentive to ma;ing

the teaching career attractive to beginning rather than to career

teachers. The upshot was that institutions developed that were

largely dependent on providing degree opportunities to perscns wno

were willing to trade their college degree for a teaching position.

Thus many colleges and university departments became dependent on

the creation of programs of study that could offer degrees to nersons

of limited academic proficiency.

It is also important to understand that on the campuses of

major universities there was never a strong commitment to trie

notion that ;..eacher education was an important undertaking or a

distinctive field of study. Indeed, even those departments and

schools of education that are viewed by educators as.high prestige

departments were looked on with suspicion by influential members

of the lic,eral arts establisnnents on these campuses. (See, for

example, Conant, 1)63).

Unfortunately, the low status of teacher education has caused

(and causes) a great deal of posturing, pretensiousness and cifir,-

right charlatanism on the part cf many professors in schools and

,
1



colleges of education on high prestige campuses. Though Koerner's

(1963) descriptions of the quality of research on,teaching in

schools of education may be overdrawn, any one familiar with educa-

tional research must admit that many of these inguiries often reflect

less than brilliance. Furthermore, the generally low regard with

which teacher education is held on high prestige college campuses

did (and does) little to encourage the brightest graduate students

to pursue studies in education just as it did (and does) little to

encourage academically able undergraduat to pursue teach ng.

During the 1950's and 1960's, however, a number of events

occurred that encourace major institutio-,s of nigher edicatior to

passively assert to the expansion of teacner educatior. programs

even if they did not enthusiastically endorse such develon,o,ents.

First, the general expansiveness of institutions of higher educa-

tion, including the expansiveness of budcets, made the erergence

of teacher education on univers.ty cdnipuses relatively non threaten-

ing to established departments. Everyone seemed to have more stu-

dents than they could handle, and financial commitme,ts were

generally growing.

Second, since the greatect expansion in teacher education had

to do with t;le production of secondary teachers, it was relatively

easy to mesh teacher education degrees with conventional liLeral

arts degrees. Indeed, there is little evidence that the academic

preparation of secondary teachers ever differed dramaticall r-rom

that of liberal arts majorc and even the academic preparation of

elementary teachers more closely approximated the course pattern
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of liberal arts majors than many critics have suggested (See Conant,

1963.).

Third, since teacher education majors, even during the 1950's

and 1960's were disproportionately drawn from the least acathmically

able students on college campuses, liberal arts professors could

enjoy the benefits of increased enrollments caused by education

majors without suffering the stigma that is attached to admitting

students who score poorly on measures of acad,mic ability.

Finally, in the effort to update and upgrade experienced

teachers who were perceived to be woefully underprepared or unpre-

pared, the federal government, under the auspices of the NHA and

the NSF, provided stipends and other support intended to attract large

numbers of teachers back to college carouses. Since the conditions

of funding, especially from 1964 on, typically required the coopera-

tive action of so-called "educationists" and "scholars in the disci-

plines," liberal arts faculties often found additional advantage to

having educationists in their midst.

Just as the general social context has changed so has the con-

text of higher education changed. First, during the 1950's and 1960's,

the creation of new universities caused only minor distress on

major university campuses. Indeed, given the overabundant supply of

students, faculty on establishment university campuses could look to

the emerging universities at sources of relief to pressures to lower

their own standards. Today the competition between these new uni-

versities and more well established universities is groing in-

creasingly intense.

Second, in spite of protestations to the contrary, many of the

so-called emerging universities continued to be dependent on the
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enrollment of persons who intended to be teachers (the first

doctoral degrees offered on many of these campuses were EdDs in

school administration). Thus, any cutback in enrollment in teacher

education threatens establis-hed universities that are not dependent

on teacher education for their sustaining power.

Third, major established universities only got into teacher

education reluctantly, and many of the incentives they once had for

this involvement are eroding. For example, tnere are few grants

nowadays that require the cooperative action of "scholars in the

disciplines" and "educationists." In addition, evidence in the

overall decline of the academic ability of teachers makes associ-

ation with teacher education even more stigmatizing now than it

was in the past.

Fourth, interdepartmental competition for resources ard students

on campus encourages liberal arts faculties to be less tolerant

toward "inferior departments" than they might have been in the

past.

Finally, efforts to assure quality in tracner eiucation have

encouraged legislatures and state education agencies to attempt

to establish standards for entrance into teacher education pro-

grams. Though the intent of such standards might be laudable,

to many liberal arts professors,the imposition of such standards

represents an encroachment of state bureaucracies on the academic

perogatives of universities. The camel that gets his nose under

the tent of education, it is argued will eventually sleep in the

Romance language department. For those who do not prefer to sleep

with camels, the only option is to take down the tent.
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Conclusions

.,Occupations must recruit new members from the talent pool

available to them. As things now stand, tne characteristics of

the talent pool that will be available to tea_ching is largely

controlled by institutions and agencies tnat have only a passing

interest in the education of teachers (i.e., major universities)

or those that have a vested interest in maintaining the status

quo (i.e., schools that are dependent on filling their classes

with students with little demonstrated antitule for academic

pursuits). There are several reasons this is so.

First, the primary shape of the cecjanization of teacher edu-

cation in America and the primary shape of the teacning occupation

itself has to do with a real or nerceivei inadequate supply of

competently trained teachers. Given the reality or the perception

tnat there never have been enough good teachers to go around, the

public schools have been encouraged to develop reward systems aimed

more at recruiting new members than at maintaining or motivating

persons once they had teen successfully recruited. This is re-

flected in everything from the shortened salary scales, the lack

of clear career staging and a general tendency to load all of tne

rewards at the front-end of a teaching career (See, for example,

Lortie, 1975).

Second, liven the perception that rAny teachers were iarginally

qualified, there was a tendency to impose allinistrative controls,

and to give administrator(' more status and rewards than teachers.

This lead to a bifurcated structure split between the many

(teachers) and the few (administrators). Consequently there are
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very few clearly differentiated roles for teachers. Even

for administrators, the authority structure is not clearly

articulated as a career ladder. Thus, the organizational

structure of schools provides few meaningful ways of promotion

and advancement, and what few ways tnere are require one to

renounce teaching and become an administrator or quasi-admin tra-

tor.

Third, historical conditions have createA the image that

teaching is a female role, whereas administration is a male role.

Sex stereotypes have encouraged administrators to believe that

teachers generally are inadequate managers and have encoL.raged

teachers to believe that administrators are *oosses rather tnan

colleagues.

Fourth, in the quest for credentialling and in the drive to

produce teachers with degrees while at the same time producing

increasing quantities, there was a tendency to relegate teacher

education to the newest institutions of higher education or those

institutions of higher education without a clear reputation for

quality. Furthermore, in those high prestige institutions where

teacher education was taken on as a 1;ission, the assignment to

educate teachers was usually given to low :,tatus faculty members.

For example, the supervision of student teachers is generally

relegated to graduate assistants or assistant profthsors.

The net effect is to discourage careerism in teaching, en-

courage bureaucratic solutions to problematic situations, foster

cynicism between teachers and administrators regarding each other's
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intentions and lead to a lack of intellectual leadership in schools

of education or in the public schools. In fact, there is much about

schools and about teacher education that encourages non-intellectual

approaches to Problematic situations and fosters a lack of respect

for those who prefer to think before they act. Surely, such con-

ditions must be discouraging to the academically able and to those

who are likely to become bored with routinc. In addition, such con-

ditions must discourage competent and confident individuals from

pursuing a career that has little lossibility for advancement or

increasing -esponsibility.

Furthermore, it is mistaken to suggest that teacher eiucation

institutions are not selective. When com;iared with medicine, for

exarlple, more persons leave teacher education than do their counter-

parts in medical schools (90-951,; of those who enter medical schools

graduate). The problem, of course, is that there is little insti-

tutional selection involved in determining who will be teachers.

Rather, it is a process of self-selection, and those who are most

likely to select themselves as teachers are drawn from the least

acader,ically able college populations. It is, of course, diffi-

cult to deterrine he nature of the causal mechanisms involved

here. Perhaps, there is something unusually unattractive about

teaching to those with more proficiency for academic pursuits.

More likely, however, t'ae condition descriocd has primarily to do

with the fact that those with demonstrated academic competence

have many occupational opportunities available to them than are
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available to the less competent. Thus, in relative terms, those

who are academically more proficient simply have more to lose by

entering teaching, or nerhaps conversely, those who are less

academically proficient have more to gain.

There is, however, more here, for teaching does attract many

persons who are academically euite proficicnt. For example, in

our study (Vance and Schlechty, 192), we found that 28';', of those

persons erployed to teach were above tne median for all college

graduates on the SAT. Unfortunately we also found that !,utdic

schools were no more likely to employ persons who scored above

the median than below even when those who scored above tne

median sought teaching positions. There is some evidence, as

Weaver (1979) notes, that schools do emoloy persons with ',letter

college grades. However, schools also employ persons dispro-

portionately from nonselective institutions of nigher education,

and nonselective institutions of higher education also give higher

grades to less academically able persons. Tnus, the preferpnce

for better grades really shows very little ih terms of selectivity

for employment.

Furthermore, selection into teaching 63 1 career is a orocess

that continues long after the point of initiol employment. Some

studies indicate, for example, that thos s,qo are in th, upper

quarter of an entering cohort in terms of measured academic ability

are twice as likely to leave as those viho score in the lower quarter

(Schlechty and Vance, 191; Vance and Schlechty, 1982). Thus,

whatever selectivity there is folloaing entry into teaching tends

to favor the academically less able.
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Where To From Here

There seems to us to Le little doubt tnat the future of public

education in America depends in large part on the willingness of

the rw1 and women who are committed to quality public schools to

forsake their short term personal interest for the long term im-

provement of public schools. There is an intellectual crisis in

schools, and it will get worse unless fundamental reform occurs in

the organization of schools and in the structure of the teaching

occupation. The conditions of this reform are most threatening to

those schools that now produce the majority of teachers, for the

majority of teachers are produced by the schools witi, the lowest

academic standards. To suggest that .Ase scnools somehow raise

their standards without first making teaching more attractive to

,The academically able is to once again punish the victims. The

fact is that the institutions of higher education that now r oduced

the teachers who will teach and find teaching satisfying are also

tne schools that have the lowest academic standards. In brief,

-:nstitutions of higher education with low standards are providing

the schools with precisely those people they are able to retain.

This point should not be a point for delight or for derision on

the part of professors in schools and departments of education on

high prestige campuses. In,fact, our analysis leads us to the view

that professors of ed.cation on high prestige campuses may, if

things don't soon change, be seeking employment on the campuses

of less selective colleges, for the less selective departments of

education are more likely to continue to exist than are ne more

selective ones. This leads us to suggest that it is in the long

run interest of professors on high prestige campuse who vant to
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survive to turn their attention away from teacher education and

toward the development of healthy management systems in schools.

We also think that it is in the long term interest of weaker

institutiohs of higher education to acknowledge that they served

an important historical function but that the function the once

served is no longer required. It is well past time that the

special interests of institutions be put aside. The time has

come when men and women of good will who are concerned about tne

future of public education acknowledge that past responses to

educational problems have created dinosaur-like structures

that will become extinct in the near future. The hope of the

future is that the best ideas contained in pres nt arrangements

will evolve into new forms that are adaptive to emerging conditions.
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